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Commutative noetherian Gorenstein rings (i.e., rings of finite selfinjective 
dimension) were first studied by Bass in 1963 [2]. 
S is a Gorenstein ring of inject& dimension one if and only if the total ring 
of quotients Q of S is Gorenstein and Q/S is injective. In this case, Q/S is the 
direct sum of the injective envelopes of S/p, where p runs over all height one 
prime ideals of S. Drozd-Kirichenko-Roiter 1967 [5] have shown that 
Gorenstein orders behave nearly as nice as commutative noetherian Gorenstein 
rings. Levy ([8], unpublished) has proved a similar result as above for a special 
class of commutative Gorenstein orders. In the present paper we classify in- 
jective modules over Gorenstein orders. Since integral group rings of finite 
groups are Gorenstein orders, this gives the injective modules over integral 
group rings. 
To be more precise, let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and 
A and R-order in the finite dimensional separable K-algebra A. A is said to be 
a Gwenstein order if A has selfinjective dimension one. For a Gorenstein 
order A, all indecomposable injective modules occur as direct summands of 
A @ A/A. The injective envelope of an R-torsionfree left A-module A4 is KM, 
and the injective envelopes of the simple left A-modules are of the form 
where ^p denotes the p-adic completion at a maximal ideal p of R and E is 
a primitive idempotent of A4. We also give the multiplicity with which an 
indecomposable injective d-module occurs in A @ A/A. In case A is com- 
mutative, this multiplicity is one, and we get an extension of Levy’s result [8]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES ON INJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section we recall some well-known results on injective modules, 
which will be used in the sequel. Let S be a left noetherian ring with identity 
and denote by sfmf the category of unitary left S-modules of finite type. 
The injective envelope of M E ssW is an injective left S-module E(M) together 
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with an essential monomorphism L : M + E(M). (Recall that a monomor- 
phism v  : N’ --j N is said to be essential if ~4 manic for some 4 : N - N” 
implies I/ manic.). Alternatively, E(&‘) is an injective overmodule of M such 
that for every nonzero submodule N C E(M) we have N n M -f 0. The 
existence and “uniqueness” of injective envelopes was established by Baer [I] 
and Eckmann-Schopf [6]. From now on we shall denote the injective envelope 
of M E $JInf by E(M). Maltis [9] has shown that every injective left S-module 
is a direct sum of indecomposable injective modules. Since for an indecom- 
posable injective left S-module I, Ends(l) is a local ring, the decomposition 
of an injective left S-module into indecomposable ones is “essentially unique”. 
Therefore, to classify the injective left S-modules, it is enough to classify 
the indecomposable injective left S-modules. These can be characterized as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M E sW. Then the.following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E(M) is the injective envelope of every nonzero submodule of M, 
(ii) M is irreducible (i.e., N, N’ C M and N n N’ = 0 implies N = 0 
OY N’ = O), 
(iii) E(M) is indecomposable. 
The proofs of this and of the following results may be found in Tsai Chi-Te, 
“Report on injective modules” [4]. A left ideal J of S is said to be irreducible 
if S/J is an irreducible module, or equivalently if for left ideals J1 , Jz 3 J 
the relation J = J1 n Jz implies J = J1 or J = Jz . An immediate conse- 
quence of Proposition 1 is: 
PROPOSITION 2. A left S-module I is an indecomposable injective module 
if and only if I g E(S,! J), where J is an irreducible left S-ideal. 
In a left noetherian ring, every left ideal has a representation as irredundant 
intersection of a finite number of irreducible left ideals. Therefore we have 
PROPOSITION 3. Let I = n:=, Jz b e an irredundant intersection of irre- 
ducible ideals. Then 
s/l c+ @ S/J, , 
i=l 
and 
is the decomposition of E(S/I) in t o indecomposable inj’ertive modules. 
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Generalizing the concept of a divisible group, we say that a left S-module M 
is divisible if M = sM for every regular element s E S. M is called torsionfree 
if sm = 0 for a regular element s E S implies m = 0; this generalizes the 
notion of torsionfree modules over integral domains. As Z-modules, the 
divisible groups are injective and conversely. A certain generalization of this 
fact gives the next statement. 
PROPOSITION 4. If  S has a semisimple left ring of quotients, then every 
divisible torsionfree left S-module is injective. 
2. GORENSTEIN ORDERS 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K # R, A a finite dimen- 
sional separable K-algebra and A an R-order in A (i.e., A is a unitary subring 
of A, which is finitely generated as R-module and contains a K-basis for A). 
The notion of commutative Gorenstein rings (cf. Bass [2]) can easily be 
extended to orders: A is a (left) Gorenstein order if A has selfinjective dimen- 
sion one as left A-module. 
LEMMA 5. For an R-order A in A, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a left Gorenstein order, 
(ii) A is a right Gorenstein order, 
(iii) A/A is kft injective, 
(iv) A* = horn, (A, R) is a progenerator for the category of left A- 
modules. 
One gets two more conditions by interchanging left and right. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iv) is proved in (Drozd- 
Kirichenko-Roiter [5, Proposition 6.11; cf. also [I 1, IX, Sections 4, 51). 
As for (iii) we have the exact sequence 
of A-modules and A = I?(A) (cf. Proposition 4). Hence inj dim nA = 1 if 
and only if A/A is an injective left A-module; here .A denotes the left regular 
A-module. 
A particularly important class of Gorenstein orders are integral group 
rings of finite groups. 
COROLLARY 6. Let G be a jinite group such that char(K) 7 1 G I. Then 
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A = RG is a Gorenstein order in A =: KG. Moreover, A g A* as two-sided 
A-module. 
Proof. It is easily seen that A* = l/iG/ A. 
3. INJECTIVE MODULES OVER GORENSTEIN ORDERS 
We keep the notation of Section 2. By .9X0 we denote the category of left 
A-lattices, i.e., R-torsionfree A-modules of finite type. 
LEMMA 7. Let {Li}lGi.n be the nonisomorphic simple left A-modules. 
If M E dmo with KM g &=, Li7”i, then E(M) = @zyzl Lini is the 
decomposition of E(M) into nonisomorphic indecomposable injective left 
A-modules. 
Proof. Since -4 is an injective A-module, the Li , 1 < i < n, are injective 
A-modules, and KM is an injective envelope for M E JW. Surely Li C& *Lj 
for i # i and it remains to show that Li is indecomposable as left A-module. 
For this we choose 152~ E n!lJIO with KM, = Li ; then M< is an irreducible 
A-module and Proposition 1 shows that Li is an indecomposable A-module. 
LEMMA 8. Let I be an indecomposable injective left A-module I * Li , 
1 < i < n. Then I z E(U), where U is a simple left A-module. 
Proof, Because of Proposition 2, I g E(C:‘) for some CT’ E Jllf, which 
is not a A-lattice. Let CT be the R-torsion part of U’. Then E(U) s E( U’) by 
Proposition 1. Again by Proposition 1 we may assume that C is a simple 
left A-module. 
Remark 9. (i) I f  U is a simple left A-module, then E(U) is indecom- 
posable. 
(ii) I f  C c,& Y are simple left A-modules, then E(U) $ E(V). 
(iii) The simple left A-modules are well known: Each simple left 
A-module is annihilated by an unique maximal ideal of R, p E max(R). Let 8, 
denote the p-adic completion of-X’ and let 
n(p) 
A, _ @ ApEi(pp(p 
i=l 
be the decomposition into indecomposable A, lattices, where {~(p)}i~~~~(~,) 
are the nonequivalent primitive idempotents of Al, . 
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By a(p) we denote the Jacobson radical of cf, . Then the nonisomorphic 
simple left A-modules, which are annihilated by p, are 
Ui0-J) = 44mP) %(P>* 
If A is a Gorenstein order, then one might be tempted to try k&~~(~)/&~(p) 
as an injective envelope for U+(p). However, this is false in general. We write 
A for A, etc. 
PROPOSITION 10. Assume that A is a Gorenstein order and let oi = L&/%E~ 
be a simple left R-module. Then (I*Q z fl^cj for some primitive idempotent ej 
and 
E(Oj) s ACj/A^ Ej , 
as A-modules. 
Proofi For a R-lattice fi? we write A?!* = horn&l?, R) and for an A- 
torsion d-module 2? we write p* = homg(p, g/a). For the elementary 
properties of the operations -* we refer to [I 1, IX, Section 43, 
Since R is a Gorenstein order a/A is injective and so all the modules 
Acj/Acj are injective. Moreover, for every 1 < i < n, there exists 1 < j < n, 
such that R*ci g &. . 
CLAIM 1. oi* g &i9. 
Proof. 0 is a simple left f-module if and only if @ is a simple right 
A-module. Let Ei be the image of ci in/‘&@?, which is a semisimple f  =@ad A- 
algebra. Then oi = (R/‘&Z) E( and 
A/‘!% being a semisimple f-algebra. 
This proves the claim. 
Therefore 
c$ g pi*)* g (E,R/&)* gg (&)*/(bJ)* g $t*e&i*ei . 
But (ids g /$ and this isomorphism carries %*ci into a minimal A-over- 
module@j of Acj . Thus 
oi &lj/A~j , 
and we have a monomorphism 
L : iI-Ji ---z AA&i , 
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and it remains to show that this is essential; since k,/fl^~, is injective, fl^ being 
Gorenstein. 
CLAIM 2. Z, = &/L&~ is the injective envelope of +-lAA~j/An~j where 
+Z? = rad Z?. 
Proof. We have a monomorphism 
L’ : mLj/fLj ---f z, . 
Let 0 $z x E Z? , x = h/6% + fki, where h E rr, s E Z, s > 0 and u is a unit 
in R. Then 
i.e., L’ is an essential monomorphism. 
CLAIM 3. The socle of 73-1fkj/%j is simple. 
Proof. Let fl be the inverse image of the socle of kl&/& under the 
natural homomorphism 9 : +r& -+ FR+Ic~ Then fi is the sum of the 
minimal left overmodules of & which are contained in &l/.& . Hence fi* 
is the intersection of the maximal right submodules of l /I* which contain 
~$(l^*i3; i.e., fi* = •~fl^*‘@. However, fl^ is a Gorenstein order and so 
~,fl^*/&*% is a simple right A-module, E/I* being indecomposable projec- 
tive. So l ,d*/fi* is simple and consequently, N/J&~ is simple; i.e., the socle 
of ii-lJ+&i is simple. 
But then the socle must betiJ& . An application of Proposition 1 shows 
that 
Zj = &/fl^~~ is the injective envelope of oi . 
This completes the proof of Proposition 10. 
COROLLARY 11. Assume that fl^ is a Gorenstein order, then the injective 
envelopes of all simple A--modules occur as direct summands of A-/d; if 
then 
is the decomposition of A/A into nonisomorphic indecomposable injective A- 
modules. 
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LEMMA 12. Let U be a simple left A-module which is annihilated by 
p E max(R). Then the injective envelope of U as /&,-module is the same as the 
injective envelope of U as A-module. 
Proof. Let Ii = ap~j(u)/&i(p) be the injective envelope of U as AP- 
module. For X E A’JJf we have 
qemax(R) qcmax(R) 
= Ext&(X’, , Ii) = 0 
and so ExP,(X, I) = 0 since @qEma&) Rq OR - is a faithful functor. 
Consequently Ii is A-injective. Now let U 2 Ii s X be -4-homomorphisms 
such that 6~ is manic. Then for every q e max(R), q # p, vq = 0 is manic 
and for p, vP is manic since Ii is the injective envelope of U as Ap-module. 
Whence 9 is manic, and Ii is the injective envelope of U as A-module. 
We return now to the notation introduced in Remark 9: 
LEMMA 13. For any R-order A, 
Proof. We only need to show that 
A/A 2i @ Av/Av. 
pcmaxc R) 
Consider the canonical map 
vp: A/A, - &A, > 
a+flv+lfivOa+Jv, 
where A, is the localization at p E max(R). vP is injective, since A n L$, = A,. 
To show that vv is surjective, let 4 = 6 + /& be given. Then .G E 73-S~v/Av 
for some s > 0 and if STR, = rad R, , then we have a natural isomorphism 
+vl,/~, g v-s/l&l v ; whence vP is an isomorphism. 
Thus it suffices to construct an isomorphism 
$: A/A+ @ A/A,. 
pemax(R) 
a --f (a + Ap)pemax(R) . 
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Im ~4 C OPErnax(~) A/A, since for almost all p, a E /l, . We have 
A= () A, 
pcmax(R) 
and so z,L is manic. As for the surjectivity, let a E A//J, . Then a E p-‘/l,//l, 
for some s > 0 and p-“fl,/fl, s p-“fl/fl. Moreover, (p~fl/~I), = 0 for 
p # q. Thus y+ is an isomorphism. 
We now can formulate the classification theorem. 
THEOREM 14. Let A be a Gorenstein order. The nonisomorphic indecom- 
posable injective left A-modules are 
and 
{Li : I < i < n, the nonisomorphic simple left A-modules) 
{ap~i(~)/&i(~) : p E max(R), c,(p) the nonequivalent 
primitive idempotents of /l^J. 
All those modules occur as direct summunds q[ A @ A/A. Li with multiplicity 
ni , if L, occurs n, times in A and A*,<,(p)/A,ei(p) with multiplicity rig(p), ; f  
J+,(p) occurs n,(p) times in R, . 
COROLLARY 15. If A is a commutative Gorenstein order, then every inde- 
composable injective A-module occurs with multiplicity exactly one in A @ A/A. 
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